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ABSTRACT

In this application for structure material many research to develop the structures and materials, with stress – strain, impact, ductile materials and etc. In the improving of the vehicles for strength of material, used for highway safety, for protection industrial accidents, personal safety, and used for packaging. In the typical problem areas in engineering finite element method included structural The analysis of the material itself, at the micro level and the analysis of the structure made of metal, composite and hybrid materials. Comparison of thermal 125°C and 250°C specimen with modelling ASTM E8 from metal material to the effect of angle orientation, from composite materials with 2 ply-orientation, 4 ply-orientation, 6 ply-orientation and Hybrid steel coated composite with 2 ply-orientation, 4 ply-orientation, 6 ply-orientation. The comparison between all of specimen with the effect of thermal working on the body of all specimens. The relationship between phenomenom stress-strain that work in all specimens except metal with the ply orientation.
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